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ABSTRACT

Developing correct dependable distributed applications is a difficult task. The techniques developed to detect distributed predicates can be used to verify the satisfaction of specific properties (represented as predicates) in a given run of a distributed application. These techniques have several applications including the verification of the correctness of a particular implementation of a distributed system (runtime verification). Due to concurrency, the number of states to be considered in detecting a distributed predicate is exponential. This article investigates the effectiveness of using a meta-heuristic algorithm in solving the problem of detecting distributed predicates. Namely, the authors have used the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm to develop an algorithm to detect distributed predicates. The conducted experiments demonstrate that the ABC-based detection algorithm has a better performance compared with the traditional state enumeration-based detection algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of detecting distributed predicates (runtime verification) has attracted attention in the domain of asynchronous distributed systems (Yingchareonthawornchai et al., 2017; Natarajan et al., 2017; Chang and Garg, 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Chauhan et al., 2013; Freiling and Jhumka, 2007; Garg, 2002; Dumas and Li, 2002). Several researchers have developed techniques to solve this problem. These techniques can be used to verify the satisfaction of some predefined properties (represented as predicates) in a run of a distributed application. Figure 1 demonstrates the distributed predicates detection environment (Maghayreh, 2010).

Distributed predicates detection techniques operate on a specific implementation of a distributed system. On the other hand, model checking techniques operate on an abstract model of the system. As a result, distributed predicates detection techniques can be more powerful in reasoning about the correctness of a specific implementation of a distributed system (Garg, 2002; Maghayreh, 2010).

Developers of distributed applications can use detection techniques in testing and debugging. For example, to implement one of the most common debugging commands “Stop the program when predicate P becomes true”, you need to detect the satisfaction of P. If predicate P involves variables of different processes in a distributed program, then the development of an efficient detection algorithm might be a very difficult task.
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Due to concurrency, detecting distributed predicates is a very difficult and time-consuming job. Researchers have suggested several techniques to decrease the cost of detecting certain classes of distributed predicates (Zhu et al., 2016; Chauhan et al., 2013; Maghayreh, 2010; Garg, 2002). In Section 3, we will summarize some of these techniques. However, it has been proved that detecting a distributed predicate in a run of a distributed application is an NP-complete problem in general (Garg, 2002).

In (Karaboga and Basturk, 2008; Karaboga and Akay, 2009), a swarm intelligent algorithm known as the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm has been proposed. The ABC algorithm simulates the behavior of real bees in searching for food sources and exchanging the information with other bees. The main idea of the ABC algorithm is not complex, and it’s easy to implement. The ABC algorithm has been exploited in solving several problems in different domains (Senberber and Bagis, 2017; Koza and Karaboga, 2017; Ozdemir et al., 2017; Shaik and Reddy, 2016; Yang et al., 2015). In this paper, we have utilized the ABC algorithm in developing a powerful distributed predicates detection technique. The proposed technique can detect the satisfaction of any distributed predicate under the possibly modality (the possibly modality will be defined in the next section). Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the ABC-based detection technique.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a formal model of a distributed application’s run. We will discuss other related works in Section 3. A brief description of the ABC algorithm will be presented in Section 4. We will explain the details of the developed ABC-based detection algorithm in Section 5. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Finally, we will conclude our paper in Section 7.

**MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION**

In this paper, we are considering asynchronous distributed applications consisting of $D$ processes denoted by $P_0, P_1, \ldots, P_{D-1}$. The execution of each process involves a sequence of events resulting from the execution of the statements in the distributed program. The happened before relation ($\rightarrow$) defined in (Lamport, 1978) can be used to partially order the events of any distributed program. Formally, we can represent a run by an event structure $(S_k, \rightarrow)$, where $S_k$ is a set containing all of the run’s events, and $(\rightarrow)$ is the happened-before relation among the events in $S_k$ (Garg, 2002).

Space-time diagrams are usually used to graphically represent distributed applications runs. Figure 2 displays a space-time diagram representing a run of some distributed application. Directed edges in space-time diagrams are used to depict the transmission of messages between processes.
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